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Fushia Design Newsletter - May 2022

Hi everyone 

 

Isn't it just wonderful to have the long days back, especially when they're accompanied by a

wee bit of sunshine. 

 

Yes, spring is in full bloom and Fushia Design are definitely embracing it.

What have Fushia Design been doing recently?
 

We’ve been fluffing and preening with cushions and throws 

Leaving homes gleaming with lighting that glows 

Some of the houses are so very grand 

And the great teams we work with, are always at hand 

There’s been rocking and rolling, Paul Weller we saw 

Then around Brighton strolling, the pavilion and more 

The garden is prepped and ready for sun 

So let’s turn up the heat and embrace summer fun
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One thing I've realised over the years is that I'm never going to have a favourite property,

each month, or even week brings a "new favourite". 

 

These are a couple of shots from 5 Little Horwood Manor, a stunning property that I had

the pleasure of working on with Michael Graham https://www.michaelgraham.co.uk/ 

 

Together with the photographer, Oliver Hewitt and videographer, Max Bennett, it combined

a great team with a beautiful project.

It's quite a privilege to do all these grand

houses but what is also rewarding is to

work on a local project. 

 

Just to prove that my job isn't always

luxury and glamour, this is a design,

source and install project I continue to

work on at our local dental practice.

However, it's also important to take some

time out. This picture was taken in

Brighton on the day I saw Paul Weller -

what an amazing concert that was. 

 

I did manage to mix in a bit of business by

picking up a few trinkets in The Lanes. 
 

Finally, I don't know about you, but I took

advantage of some of the lovely weather

we've had lately and started getting my

garden "summer ready". 

 

You don’t need to restrict home styling to

your property’s interior, the outside is just

as important.  

Spring has well and truly sprung and Fushia Design are working hard and having fun,

I look forward to catching up with you all again soon.

 
Until next time, 

Cheerio 

Fiona

https://www.michaelgraham.co.uk/
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Have a great February everyone, not long

until spring now.
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